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Holiday Apartments for rent in Rome - Vacation Rentals RomeWhy an hotel room when you can spend your holidays
surrounded by the comfort and safety of a large, comfortable and finely furnished Holiday Apartment in Rome? An
holiday apartment for rent in Rome is actually a real unique chance to combine money saving with an incomparable
location in the city centre, between typical roman restaurants and astonishing artistic beauties. It is always more a real
opportunity to live the city of Rome from a different perspective. Leonhouses website is intended to show some selected
holiday apartments in Rome and provide with detailed information about the city of Rome from a "roman point of view".
Rental Listings and Holiday Apartaments
Whether you are searching for this kind of accommodation in Rome, apartments, studios, pet friendly apartments,
houses for rent, lofts, duplexes, one, two and three bedroom apartments. LeonHouses offer you a variety of rental
listings - holiday apartments that will help you to find the best accommodation in Rome. All our holiday apartments in
Rome are finely furnished, fully equipped and styled with elegant design and all utilities are included. We will support you
in finding the most suitable vacation rental in Rome matching your requirements in terms of location, price and comfort.
All the Holiday Apartments in Rome city centre are photographed by us, controlled by us, and mostly managed
exclusively by us directly. We guarantee that apartments proposed have been thoroughly inspected and respond to our
quality standards in terms of location/additional features.If you do not find here your apartment please visit our partner
portal leonrome Vacation Rentals RomeRome Museums and Exhibitions: How to reserve
Apartments in Rome are not the only service you may need to spend an unforgettable period in the city. For this reason
Leonhouses offeralso additional services on request.Additional Services: Moreover we try to support our guests in every
detail, from choosing Rome apartments to rent and location suiting them best, assisting them during their Rome holidays
and providing them with all the useful information to stay in Rome. Additional services as guided visits, transfers,
museums or exhibitions reservations (see the relevant section on the menu) , if required, are also available. Visit our
section Accommodation - Holiday Apartments for rent in Rome and contact us at info@leonhouses.com to get more
information or book a flat in Rome. It is possible to send us an email specifying date of your stay in Rome, favourite
locations if any, number of people and accommodation preferences: we will get back to you with our best proposals and
offers. Otherwise you can directly access the contact page of the apartment in Rome you would like to book and require
a specific offer for the selected accommodation. Finally visit our page about Rome locations and districts if you wish a
preliminary information about the best places where to rent an apartment in Rome.If you are visiting Rome for the first
time, then we suggest to plan in advance what are your favourite places to see in order to choose the best location for
your apartment in Rome. On Leonhouses webportal you will find as well a Quick Guide of Rome including some tips for
your first days in Rome - what to visit and how to plan your vacation in Rome. While always available on the webportal
there is a short list of typical food and Restaurants in Rome located within the main districts of the city centre as
Trastevere, Prati-Vaticano, San Lorenzo, Piazza Navona- Campo de Fiori or Testaccio. Any information you may find
useful on Leonhouses Rome Apartments webportal is printable by using icon on the top.
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